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In the early s writer Denny O'Neil and revolutionary artist Neal Adams enjoyed one of the greatest runs in Batman's
history, bringing him firmly into the modern age and introducing the character of Ra's al Ghul, who would become an
essential part of the Batman legend.

He arrives in Gotham to rid it of crime and corruption by destroying the entire city. Ryan Scherzer- A scientist
kidnapped by the League of Assassins to help in their plot. Plot Edit The film starts in a flashback to five years
before the first film in an area surrounding the Himalayas, and a younger Bruce Wayne is shown at a bar,
where he spots a beautiful woman from across the bar. He buys her a drink, but she rejects it. He is surprised,
and approaches her anyway. He asks for her name, but she tells him that he should stay away from her.
Amused, he tells her that many women would kill to be in her position, but she asks him if he has ever met a
woman who has killed before. Believing that she is joking, her sarcastically asks her if she has. After a while
of playful bantering between the two, she tells him that her name is Talia, and then leaves the bar. He stares at
her as she leaves, clearly intrigued by her. Bruce follows Talia to her apartment, and watches her get
undressed. He sees several scars on her back, and wonders what kind of things she has been through. She then
tells him he can come out, implying that she knew he was following her. He asks how long she knew, and she
tells him for the entire time, but that she wanted him to follow her. She kisses him, and then the two make
love. The next morning, he wakes up and she is gone. He goes to find her, and follows her once again. He
follows her to some type of chamber, where he sees her watching men train in advanced martial arts, a form
that is unfamiliar to Bruce. The film then changes to present day, in Gotham. At the police headquarters, the
police men and women are celebrating that Jim Gordon has been promoted to police commissioner. However,
Gordon is soon alerted that there is a hostage situation across town, and he and a few police squads rush over
to the area. The police arrive, but the thugs do not let up with the hostages. One of the thugs is about to shoot
one of the hostages, but the lights soon go out. After a brief period of confusion and paranoia, Batman appears
and beats all of the thugs, except for one who escapes with a hostage in tow. Batman goes after him, following
him to the roof. Before he can do anything, however, both the thug and the hostage are shot by someone
behind Batman. He tries to go after him, but the shooter evades him and escapes. Gordon arrives and asks
Batman who shot them, and Batman is clearly disturbed by what he saw. Bruce tells Alfred about the shooter,
and how he could have sworn that it was Harvey. That night, a man is walking in a dark alley. After a little
while, the man is shown to be Harvey Dent. Dent walks up to a large, heavily built man, and tells him that he
needs to speak with his boss. The woman walks out of the shadows, and is shown to be Talia. She tells Harvey
that her name is Talia al Ghul, and that she admires his work. He asks her how she found him, and she tells
him that she has many resources. Harvey asks Talia what she wants with him, and she tells him that she can
give him a chance to get revenge on Gotham for taking away his soul, and asks is he is interested. After a brief
silence, he flips his coin and then he tells her yes. Janet Van Dorn is shown giving a speech about how the
Batman must be tried for the crimes he has committed, as she blames him for the death of the hostage from the
other night. Many spectators jeer at her and throw things, but she continues her speech anyway. From afar, a
young man named Dick Grayson is watching the speech, when he sees three thugs assaulting a woman. Dick
gets the thugs off of the woman and beats all three of them up. One of them begins mocking Dick for his past
days as a circus performer, so Dick beats him up even more severely, before finally backing off. Dick then
goes back to his tiny apartment, and is shown looking at a picture of his late parents. At Wayne Enterprises,
Bruce approaches Lucius and asks him if he would be able to find any evidence of Harvey surviving the
explosion by running any sort of tests on the area. Lucius tells Bruce that it would be next to impossible, and
asks him why he thinks Harvey is alive. Bruce tells him about the shooter from the other night, and how he
could have sworn it was Harvey. Bruce puts his head down and simply walks away. Later, Bruce and Silver
attend a fundraiser together. He tells her that everything is alright, but she knows he is lying. After a little
while, gunshots are fired and masked thugs bombard the party. The thugs grab Dr. Ryan Scherzer, a scientist
who was attending the party, and leave with him. Bruce subtly sneaks out to go after the thugs. As the thugs
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drive away, Bruce gets into his Batman suit from his limousine, and then goes after the thugs. After an intense
car chase, the batmobile is hit by a large van. After fighting for a while, he confirms that Two-Face is indeed
Harvey Dent. Batman gets the upper hand in the fight, but is obviously hesitant about hurting his old friend,
and is soon bombarded by some more thugs. After a while, Batman realizes that the thugs are not just simple
street thugs, but rather highly trained professionals. Batman is able to be equally matched with them for a
while, but their strength in numbers prove to be a big advantage. From afar, Dick sees the brawl, and soon
notices Two-Face. He gets a gun from his apartment and goes for him. He tries shooting him, but misses, so
Two-Face shoots at him. Dick is able to evade the bullets, and then continues to chase him. The mercenaries
hold off Batman, who sees Dick trying to kill Two-Face. Batman goes after him and stops him from going
after him, while Two-Face and the mercenaries escape. Dick gets angry at Batman for stopping him, telling
him that Two-Face killed his parents. Batman tells the young man that Two-Face is working with
professionals, and they would have killed him. Alfred tells her that he is in the cave, so Silver goes down to
see him. When she gets down there, he is going through web files on his computer about areas in the
Himalayas and different attacks. She asks what this is about, and Bruce tells her that the thugs from the party
were no ordinary street thugs, but rather trained professionals. She asks him what he thinks they want with Dr.
Scherzer, but he has no idea. She can see that there is something else that he is not telling her, but he denies it.
Scherzer is then shown being dragged by the thugs into a dark hideout. They tie him to a chair, and Talia
walks out from the shadows. She tells him that she was very impressed by his work for Kord Industries, where
he designed a device that could harness radiation from the sun and emit it onto land, thus immediately killing
anyone in its path. Talia then asks him to duplicate the device for them. He refuses, and then Talia nods at
Anton Vega, one of the mercenaries, and he begins savagely beating Scherzer. Talia tells Vega to continue
torturing him until he agrees to meet their demands, and then leaves the room. Bruce apologizes, and then
stares out his window with a worried expression on his face, showing that he all but knows that the League is
in Gotham. Later, Gordon waits on the roof of police headquarters by the bat-signal, where he is eventually
met by Batman. Batman tells Gordon that Harvey Dent is alive, and is working with the people who
kidnapped Dr. Gordon asks Batman what kind of people they are dealing with here, and Batman tells him that
they are a group of highly trained and dangerous mercenaries known as the League of Assassins. Talia tells
him to be patient, and that everyone has a breaking point. Talia begins taking off his pants, and then holds a
knife to his groin, and tells him to build the device or she will remove his body parts one by one. After he cries
out in pain, he finally agrees to build them the device. Talia and the League turned against Bruce, so he ran
away, and had to sneak into a neighboring country in order to hide from them, but was caught by authorities
explaining why he was in a prison at the beginning of the first film. Silver then asks if the League is in
Gotham now, and Bruce tells her yes. Next, Two-Face is shown with a bunch of members of the League as
they break into Kord Industries to get equipment for Scherzer to duplicate his machine. They kill several
guards on their way, and Gordon is shown being told by Bullock about the robbery. The police rush over to
building, and surround the building with SWAT. Gordon orders that they surrender immediately. On the
inside, Vega is able to retrieve the microchip that is critical in building the device, and Two-Face sets off
explosives that they had previously put beneath the ground to get the police out of their way. The explosives
render many officers critically injured, some even killed, and pretty much destroy all of their vehicles, so the
League is able to get away successfully. Dick watches the news coverage of the incident, and leaves on his
motorcycle to go after Two-Face. Two-Face drops more explosives onto the road, and activate them as the
batmobile drives over them, destroying the batmobile and injuring Batman. Dick arrives on his motorcycle
and sees that Batman is in trouble, so he decides to help him instead of going after Two-Face. After getting
him out of the batmobile just before it completely explodes, Dick takes him to his apartment, where he stitches
him up, and also sees that he is Bruce Wayne. Talia then goes into a dark room and tells someone that in no
time, the device will be ready.
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The Untold Legend of the Batman is a three-issue Batman comic book miniseries published by DC Comics in It was
written by Len Wein.

Over pages of action. Hush, illustrated by Jim Lee, and an emblematic black-and-white art piece from Batman:
Detective by Simone Bianchi. Exclusive to the collection, this tin mug features a striking Batman artwork.
Follow the great chase for truth over two epic story arcs, Bruce Wayne: Fugitive, in these special edition
oversized books. You will receive your four amazing books in four different shipments over the lifetime of the
collection. Foes, such as the Joker, arise to test his mettle, while a young Dick Grayson joins the fight as
Robin the Boy Wonder. The Joker re-emerges more lethal than ever and Batman faces his darkest hour.
Exhausted by a wave of villainous attacks, the Dark Knight is incapacitated by the ruthless Bane, and a new
vicious Batman briefly takes on the mantle. Gotham City is turned to ruin and isolated following a massive
earthquake. Batman discovers he is the father of Damian, a child trained to be an assassin. When Bruce Wayne
is lost in time, Dick Grayson becomes the Dark Knight before a renewed original Batman returns and launches
an international network. Following the Flashpoint event, a secret cabal, the Court of Owls, is revealed, ruling
Gotham City from the shadows. The Joker returns with a ghoulish new look, intent on dividing Batman from
his allies. Classic Stories by Superstar Creators The collection features some of the most important comic
book stories ever told, with acclaimed stories by superstar writers and artists. He and artist Greg Capullo have
reinvented Batman, updating him and expanding his story. Later volumes see Batman uncover some dark
secrets about Gotham City and his own family. Year One deal with the origins of Batman and the Joker and
are widely regarded as two of the most significant comic book stories ever published. All of that original run is
collected here in three extraordinary volumes. In Knightfall Batman is defeated by Bane, who breaks his back.
Our commitment Shop Eaglemoss for great value on the largest selection of licensed collectibles and tools for
creative pursuits. Your satisfaction is guaranteed with risk free trial-offers, hassle-free returns and day money
back guarantee. Privacy and security are always our priority.
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Read Untold Legend of the Batman comic online free and high quality. Fast loading speed, unique reading type: All
pages - just need to scroll to read next page.

The screenplay was written by James Vanderbilt, with the score being provided by David Julyan. Before the
performance begins, a gangster named Tony Zucco arrives to obtain protection money from the ringmaster
Haley. Haley is unable to pay up, however, so Zucco saws through a trapeze rope. During the act, the rope
snaps and sends the Graysons plummeting to their deaths; Dick, who has not performing at that moment, is the
only survivor. Bruce learns from Commissioner James Gordon that he is worried for Dick, as he is now a
material witness having witnessed Zucco. Bruce takes pity on the boy, as he knows what he is going through,
and decides to adopt him himself. Meanwhile, Gordon learns about a number of deaths in the criminal
underworld and realises that a number of crime bosses have been murdered. Enter Black Mask; a new crime
lord who is planning to take control of the entire city by murdering his rivals. Only the bosses who remain
loyal to him, such as Zucco, are allowed to live. Gordon also makes a connection between all of the killings;
burn marks where found on all of the bodies. It is revealed that this is because they were killed by hired
mercenary Firefly. Bruce then decides to train Dick to become his partner. At the same time, Batman begins
his own investigation into the Firefly killings, and realises that his next target is Sal Valestra. However,
Batman pursues him and they fight, but Firefly ultimately gets away. Unknown to him, Batman has retrieved a
DNA sample. Batman and Gordon analyze the sample and learn that Firefly was once a pyrotechnics expert
who fell in love with a singer named Cassidy and became the pyrotechnic coordinator for her American tour.
However, one fateful night he botched the job in the middle of a performance, causing Cassidy to catch fire.
Lynns tried to save her, resulting in his own face being badly scared. However, his efforts were not enough
and Cassidy died. Lynns then faked his own death, apparently committing suicide by setting his house on fire,
and then created the mantle of Firefly and became an arsonist for hire and assassin. At the same time, Batman
and Gordon learn about a large drugs shipment which Black Mask is overseeing and intercept it. A firefight
breaks out between the police and the mobsters with Batman in the middle, during which the ship catches fire.
Batman and Gordon manage to jump onto the ship, where Gordon confronts Zucco. Held at gunpoint, Zucco
feigns surrender but then tries to pull his own gun on Gordon, forcing him to shoot Zucco, and the gangster
falls overboard. Batman, meannwhile, encounters Firefly and throws a batarang at his jetpack, causing him to
smack into a wall and knock himself out. Batman and Gordon jump from the ship as it sinks. Elsewhere,
Firefly resurfaces and slinks away. Firefly returns to Black Mask, who is enraged by what happened to his
shipment, and declares that he wants revenge on those responsible. Firefly begins to stalk Gordon, eventually
targeting Barbara. On the night of the fall formal, Dick and Barbara dance together and then quietly slip away.
Outside, the two share a kiss before he offers to welcome her home. Suddenly, Firefly swoops down and
snatches her. Black Mask leaves a message for Gordon, informing him that he will meet with him, alone, at a
burnt out building. Dick returns to Bruce and informs him of the situation; Bruce tells him that it is time to
complete his training, and Dick dons his uniform or the first time, becoming Robin. Batman and Robin
discreetly follow Gordon to the meeting place, where Black Mask is waiting with Barbara. However, they are
spotted by Firefly, who attacks them. A fight breaks down and a showdown ensues. While Firefly battles
Batman, Robin rescues Babara, who recognizes and kisses him. Robin then rejoins Batman as they fight
Firefly, all three falling through the roof. However, Firefly gains the upper hand and knocks a wall down on
top of Batman and sending Robin crashing through another. In a panic, he tumbles threw a wall and falls to his
death. Gordon is shown activating the Bat Signal, and both Batman and Robin arrive to meet with him.
Gordon informs them of a new criminal who leaves uses a type of gas that causes hallucinations. The duo then
dive into the night to continue their mission to protect the innocent.
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Batman Legends of the Dark Knight Premium Collector Series /2 Inch Tall Action Figure - Twister Strike Scarecrow with
Scythe Slash Attack and Nightmare Glow Eyes $ $ 13 99 Prime Only 1 left in stock - order soon.

Woodley quickly manages to kill the bounty hunter before falling off the cliff after a small fight with Wayne.
After he recuperates and leaves, Wayne is warned by the granddaughter never to tell anyone the story. Upon
his return to Gotham City shortly after, Wayne attempts to fight crime, but fails miserably. Whisper" is killing
off mob bosses one by one. The mobsters explain to Batman that he was a child killer over thirty years ago,
and similar to the film M the mobsters had found and killed him when there was too much pressure from the
cops over them. Prey 11â€”15 By Doug Moench , Paul Gulacy , and Terry Austin Batman must contend with
the brilliant but deranged psychiatrist Hugo Strange , who foments a massive smear campaign against him and
attempts to uncover his secret identity. Batman and the Monster Men. First Legends of the Dark Knight story
to be referenced in-canon in the main Batman titles, during Knightfall. Faith 21â€”23 By Mike W. However,
his addled dreams convince him that he must supplant Batman. Flyer 24â€”26 One of the officers who was
injured during the siege against Batman in Year One resurfaces in a mechanized combat suit, targeting Batman
for death. First issue of the series to be set in the then-present day continuity and the first issue to crossover
with the other Batman titles. Faces 28â€”30 Two-Face takes over a small island with plans to create a society
in his own scarred image. Family 31 By James D. The Dark Knight Returns miniseries. Blades 32â€”34 By
James Robinson and Tim Sale While Batman is distracted with a serial killer who targets senior citizens, a
new vigilante, the swashbuckling Cavalier , begins his own war on crime. Destiny 35â€”36 Batman meets
another costumed vigilante from Norway who dresses like a Viking , and learns an ancient tale of a Norse hero
known as the Bat Man. Mercy 37 In his early days, Batman trained a female rookie cop, Mercedes "Mercy"
Stone, to fight in hand-to-hand combat. Five years later, he must rescue her from a pit-fighting ring. Legend of
the Dark Mite 38 A junkie criminal turned Arkham Asylum inmate, Bob Overdog, claims that the events
leading up to his imprisonment were orchestrated by an imp from another dimension the titular Bat-Mite who
idolizes and attempts to emulate Batman. Mask 39â€”40 By Bryan Talbot Batman wakes up in a hospital bed
surrounded by doctors who tell him that he is an alcoholic tramp who dresses in a batsuit made of garbage. Is
it some sort of hallucination, or is his life as Batman the real illusion? Wilson , and Jim Fern While fleeing the
police, Batman encounters an actress-turned-vampire who was thought to have died 40 years ago and Batman
is hypnotized into doing her will. The plotline also deliberately parallels the classic film Sunset Boulevard.
Craig Russell Pamela Isley is out of the asylum after her first encounter with Batman. But when one of her
colleagues dies under mysterious circumstances, her rehabilitation is called into question. Later was loosely
adapted into the Batman: The Animated Series episode "House and Garden". Turf 44â€”45 Batman and
Captain James Gordon go after racist cops who are brutalizing and murdering blacks. The story is a retelling
of the first encounter between Batman and the Joker, from Batman 1, with elements from Year One added as
part of the retelling. Sanctum 54 While hunting a serial killer, Batman discovers an undead man who attempts
to kill him in order to live again. Watchtower 55â€”57 A tale of an alternate future Batman. Storm 58 A
foreign diplomat whose country is guilty of violating human rights is targeted by a group of terrorists. Part of
the "Knightquest: KnightsEnd 62â€”63 Main article: To combat Azrael, Bruce makes a dangerous alliance
with Lady Shiva to train him to fight the assassin. Part of the "KnightsEnd" crossover. Terminus 64 Batman
tracks a drug addict to a hotel filled with lost souls. Going Sane 65â€”68 By J. As a result, his insane mind
returns to sanity and the Ace of Knaves forgets his bloodstained past, starting a new life as the average citizen
"Joseph Kerr". The plot for this story had originally been submitted to DC by J. DeMatteis in the mids, but
was rejected because it was too similar to another Batman story in production at that time, Batman: While
there, he discovers a supernatural mystery. Sleeping 76â€”78 By Scott Hampton When a car accident leaves
Bruce Wayne comatose, Batman must travel through the Underworld back to the land of the living. On the
way, Batman meets another coma victim in need of assistance. Before returning to the real world, he must
unravel the connection between himself and his evil "soul twin", all while being pursued by an Underworld
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demon. Favorite Things 79 On Christmas Eve , Batman combs the city for a gang known as "the Chessmen",
who have been stealing presents from a multitude of wealthy householdsâ€”including Wayne Manor.
Meanwhile, Batman is on the trail of a copycat vigilante in a bat-mask, while trying to stop the violence his
publicity might cause. Infected 83â€”84 Two escaped super-soldier experiments wreak havoc in Gotham.
Batman intervenes, as all of Gotham might be the next victim. Citadel 85 By James Robinson and Tony
Salmons Batman ascends a heavily guarded tower, laced with death traps, to reach his quarry on the top floor.
Conspiracy 86â€”88 By Doug Moench, J. As the stakes get higher, Batman and a new ally work together to
unravel a conspiracy that reaches from drug-peddling biker gangs to the CIA and a mysterious religious order.
Freakout 91â€”93 Batman investigates a new designer drug, an enhanced form of LSD. Stories 94 By Michael
T. Gilbert A writer by the name of Saul Fisher finds himself the target of an assassination attempt by a group
of religious fundamentalists known as "the Enlightened". As a result, Fisher finds himself trapped in a
powerless elevator, panicking as the gunmen get closer. Bruce Wayne ran across him in Eastern Europe before
becoming Batman and barely survived. Steps 98â€”99 Batman must track down a new serial killer on the
street who murders prostitutes with a crossbow, with the only witness to the case an autistic teenager. The
Incredible Adventures of Batman
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Welcome to episode 27 of Legends of the Batman, the show covering everything Batman â€” from the beginning!The
show's premise is a simple one. Each episode, we cover a month (or so) of Batman, be it comic books, television,
movies, whatever, starting with his first appearance in

Synopsis[ edit ] Issue 1: In The Beginning[ edit ] Batman opens a package to find the shredded remains of a
bat costume once worn by his father. He investigates to find the costume missing from its display case in the
Batcave, with a threatening note left in its place: Batman reminisces about the time when his father, Dr.
Thomas Wayne, wore the costume to a charity costume party and was taken hostage by a group of thugs
looking for a doctor. He was taken to see their boss, bank robber Lew Moxon, who had been shot and needed
the doctor to remove the bullet. Wayne attacked the thugs and defeated them. He turned them over to the
police, including then-Lieutenant James Gordon. Wayne testified against Moxon, who was convicted. Years
later he was released and threatened to have his revenge against Wayne. Several weeks later, Dr. Wayne and
his wife Martha were shot dead in front of their son Bruce Batman by an apparent mugger named Joe Chill.
Unbeknownst to him, but known to his butler, Alfred , Mrs. He studied and trained hard, and followed the
career of a police detective named Harvey Harris. Bruce created a costume that of the original Robin to hide
his identity and set out to meet Harris. Bruce happened upon a criminal waiting to attack Harris, and managed
to thwart the would-be attacker. To repay him, Harris taught Bruce everything about the art of detecting, and
gave him the name "Robin". Bruce continued training and went on to college to study criminology. A lesson
learned in a law class â€” that the law and justice are not one and the same â€” dissuaded Bruce from
becoming a police officer as he had intended, feeling that he would be too hampered by the law. While trying
to decide what kind of symbol to become in order to strike terror into the hearts of criminals, a bat flew
through his window of his study, inspiring him to become Batman. He confronted Chill with his story, and
revealed his identity to him. Batman let Chill run scared; he ran for help to his henchmen at his garage and
told them what had happened. He learned from the journal that Chill had not been a mugger, but was working
for Lew Moxon. Moxon had been in a car accident and suffered from amnesia. He did not remember Thomas
Wayne or what he had done. He recalls the night in Newtown where his parents, the Flying Graysons,
performed their trapeze act for the final time, as the ropes snapped, sending them plummeting to the ground.
Later that night, Dick Grayson Robin learned that the trapeze had been rigged by mobsters looking to extort
protection money from the owner of the circus. Dick was prepared to go to the police when Batman
approached him and told him of "Boss" Zucco , a mobster who controlled the whole town. Bruce Wayne took
legal guardianship of Dick, and taught him the arts of crimefighting. He gave Grayson his old Robin costume,
and the name to go with it. He found it hard to deal with the taunts of his classmates, but eventually graduated
and left Wayne Manor to attend Hudson University. Robin has returned to Gotham City now at the call of
Alfred, worried about Batman. He remembers in the closing days of World War II when he helped refugees
escape the Nazis , and regrets needing to kill enemy soldiers. After the war, he turned to the London theatre as
an actor. But as his father lay dying, he swore that he would carry on the family tradition of being a butler.
Alfred got on a boat to America and sought out Bruce Wayne, whose father, Thomas Wayne, had employed
his own father. Alfred tended to Bruce and Dick, unaware of their alter egos, until one night when they
returned from crimefighting, and Bruce had been injured. Meanwhile, sorting through headshots of his rogues
gallery , Batman points out that many of his enemies hate him enough to do this to him. To escape Batman, he
dove into a basin of chemical waste and swam through a drainage pipe to the river. The special oxygen system
in his helmet helped him survive, but the chemicals disfigured him and transformed him into the Joker. During
the trial of "Boss" Maroni , who was being charged with the murder of "Bookie" Benson, Batman was
testifying. Robin suggests that they go see Commissioner Gordon for help, but as he starts the Batmobile , an
alarm sounds, indicating that the ignition has been tampered with. Everyone dives safely for cover as a bomb
goes off, destroying the car. Another threatening note is discovered in the wreckage: The Man Behind The
Mask! Meanwhile, Robin calls Jack Edison, a stunt driver who has built the latest Batmobile for the dynamic
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duo, and commissions him to build another one at his usual fee with a bonus for the inconvenience. He does so
because once Batman saved his life by pulling him from a flaming wreck. Batman searches the city, asking
every informant he has about the case, but with no luck. Batman suddenly leaves Gordon to reminisce about
the first time he met Batman; how Batman initially only left scrawled notes on the criminals he tied up and left
for the police, until one day he caught a man about to attack Gordon with a knife. Gordon grudgingly accepted
Batman. Gordon recalled how Batman had influenced his daughter, Barbara. She fell madly in love with him
at first sight of him and she began studying martial arts alongside her library science Ph. She promptly
attacked the men and freed Bruce, helping to bring Killer Moth to justice. The next morning, Bruce cancels all
his appointments. Bruce continues to try to figure out who is behind the attacks, until he comes to a
realization. He hurries back to Wayne Manor as Batman. He sees visions of himself and his parents when he
was a child. He enters the Batcave at Wayne Manor and realizes that the person behind everything is himself:
Bruce Wayne has attempted to destroy Batman because of how it has ruined his life as Wayne. As the walls of
the Batcave begin to close in on him, he sees his father in the original bat costume. He explains that a
warehouse explosion Batman had recently been caught in has temporarily affected his mind. Once they are
safe, his father removes his mask to reveal that he is in fact Robin. Batman reveals that he knew all along, but
that the important part is that he has come to his senses. Batman says that he needs to be alone, and heads for a
rooftop to look over Gotham City. Features of the "Audio Edition" comic books[ edit ] This section describes
the Audio Edition books, and does not represent the original issues In June , the series was reprinted and
packaged with an audio cassette tape that included the story. The covers included Batman , , , , and The
second and third issues had more of these on the last few pages of the issues, including Batman 9, 11, 20 and
Detective Comics 27 and Archived from the original on September 14, Retrieved September 14,
6: Legend of the Batman | Fanon Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
This new series of hardback graphic novels builds into an epic collection that tells Batman's life story from beginning to
end, from Zero Year to the possible futures of The Dark Knight Returns and Batman Year

7: Legends of the Batman (DC Comics) | eBay
The Batman Legend is a DC live action comic adaptation, and the fourth and final installment of the Darren Anorofsky
series. Armie Hammer returns as the title role (giving him his fifth appearance as the character), along with Amanda
Seyfried, Jim Sturgess, Bryan Cranston, David Thewlis.

8: Batman Legends () - IMDb
To ask other readers questions about Legends of the Batman, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about
Legends of the Batman For those of you who don't know, DC actually stands for 'Detective Comics.' Batman was mostly
meant to be a detective, who also happened to fight off an occational.

9: DC - Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight Annual
Cast & character list below (Makes more sense if you have seen my Year One trailer) Once again, im not entirely happy
with the final result (theres some small errors here and there) but due to.
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